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goal, would be impossible". All this universe, says Shankar, is for
man's edification to help him in self-realisation ; experience acquired
in the process of self-extemalisation (pmwitti) and return (nwritti}
developing the Self, so to speak, and making it richer and richer in
content in the process.2
Professor Max Muller3 is, therefore, not wrong when he says that
c< Shankar claims for the phenomenal world a reality sufficient for all
practical purposes—sufficient to determine our practical life, our
moral obligations, nay, even our belie-f in a manifested or revealed
God."
The knowledge, then, which, man acquires in his initial stages of
development, is not ignored by the Admitin as uaessential. He
knows that man here has duties, purposes and ends, necessary for
his social needs. But he also knows that this knowledge is not of
a nature sufficiently far-reaching to guide us in the search after the
ultimate truth.; lie designates tilis knowledge Amdyd or false know-
ledge—false in the sense of empirical and as implying the tendency
of the mind to look for truth outside itself.   The manifold, says
Shanbar,is evolved out of wrong knowledge,4 This knowledge liuicdtcs
the pravritti mdrga of the Veddntin, in which all the Space and Time
relations have full play.
This path admittedly does not lead to the end wliicli the Self ought
always to have in view, viz., its own self-realisation. In the world
as we see it, the mind meets at every step with strife and discord
and every sort of differentiation and antithesis; it forgets that all
this strife and discord is of its own making, that it is due to its own
activity and lias no reality outside itself, s It is, as Hegel would say,
for itself and within itself.  It is only on reflection that it discovers
that these differentiations and antithesis are referable to a higher
unity, in. which they find their reconciliation and explanation, and
acquire a deeper meaning when thus viewed.6 Such a process of al-
ternate self-externalisation. and return into a higher unity must con-
tinue till self-realisation results, and when that stage is reached, where
1 Shankar's Olo'sonVed.Sutr. I, I, 1.   4 yhankar's Gloss on Ved. Sufcr. 11,
2 Shankar's Gloss on Ait. Up. IV • ^ 14; s* B- E* VOL 3^ P- 323-
and M^nd. Up. Ill, 15.                   ^ Ibid.
& ti Theosophy," p. 319. See also his   6 Cf. Haldane's " Pathway," II 01,,
"Six Systems Ind. Phil.," p. 202.

